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Abstract
We discuss the possibility of obtaining a non-abelian discrete flavor symmetry from
an underlying continuous, possibly gauged, flavor symmetry SU(2) or SU(3) through
spontaneous symmetry breaking. We consider all possible cases, where the continuous
symmetry is broken by small representations. “Small” representations are these
which couple at leading order to the Standard Model fermions transforming as two-
or three-dimensional representations of the flavor group. We find that, given this
limited representation content, the only non-abelian discrete group which can arise
as a residual symmetry is the quaternion group D′2.
1 Introduction
Ever since the discovery of large neutrino mixing, non-abelian discrete flavor symmetries
have been a popular and quite successful approach towards describing the mixing patterns
of the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM). Based on the success of symmetries, it is
well-motivated to invent a new global flavor symmetry as explanation for the existence of
generations. The breaking of such symmetry could then justify phenomenological successful
non-abelian discrete symmetries as unbroken subgroups. We want to take a closer look
at the possible origin of discrete symmetries governing the structure of the SM Yukawa
couplings. A natural scenario is to assume that the discrete flavor symmetry is connected to
some underlying space-time or internal gauge symmetries. Connecting a flavor symmetry
to the symmetries of space-time necessitates an extension of space-time itself. Thus flavor
symmetries have been connected with discrete symmetries arising in compactified extra
dimensions, with [1] or without [2, 3] string theory.
In this paper, we will consider the other possibility, i.e. that a discrete flavor symmetry is
a conserved residual subgroup of a spontaneously broken gauged flavor symmetry. The idea
of embedding a discrete flavor symmetry in a larger continuous group has been discussed
in the literature, for example in [4, 5]. However no complete models exist, in the sense
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that the discrete flavor symmetry is only motivated by a possible underlying continuous
symmetry, but the Lagrangian used for phenomenological considerations is only invariant
under the discrete group, i.e. the continuous group is explicitly broken such as for example
in [6]. This leads to restrictions on representations and to correlations between Yukawa
couplings, not only through group theoretical compatibility, but also through demanding
anomaly freedom for an underlying gauge symmetry [7, 8]. This does not however solve
the problem of the underlying symmetry breaking dynamics. (For the discussion of the
underlying symmetry breaking from continuous symmetries to their continuous subgroups
see [9].)
To obtain a complete model, one needs to determine the scalar representations that
break the gauge symmetry as well as their Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) structure.
In general the necessary representations are well known, and are in fact mentioned as a
motivation in some discrete flavor symmetry models. The necessary VEV structures have
also been partially discussed [4], however often not in a flavor context [10–12]. Here the
reasons for the absence of complete symmetry breaking models become clear: In general
large and unwieldy representations are needed to break down to a phenomenologically
interesting discrete subgroup. It is the aim of this paper to show that in fact the best
known and simplest representations lead only to the conservation of a very limited amount
of non-abelian discrete subgroups. In fact, we will show that the only non-abelian discrete
subgroup with the small representations discussed is D′2,
4 which has been used as a flavor
symmetry [14], but does not have a rich enough structure to predict by itself very specific
mixing patterns, such as tri-bimaximal mixing for neutrinos [13].
We want to break a hypothetical continuous flavor symmetry (gauged or not is irrelevant
for this discussion) at a high energy scale. This flavor symmetry should commute with the
SM and transform the three generations of fermions into each other. If we limit ourselves
to three generations, we only need to consider the groups SU(2) and SU(3) as all other
semi-simple Lie groups do not have two- or three-dimensional representations. We do not
need to discuss an SO(3) separately, since the SO(3) gauge theory can simply be considered
as an SU(2) theory with a limited representation content. For SU(2) the fermions will
transform as 2 + 1 or 3. The relevant Kronecker products are thus
2× 2 = 1+ 3,
2× 3 = 2+ 4, (1)
3× 3 = 1+ 3+ 5.
For a flavor symmetry SU(3) the possible representations for three fermion generations are
4The dihedral group D2 being an abelian group has four one-dimensional irreducible representations.
The order of D2 is 4. The double valued counterpart of the dihedral group D2 is D
′
2. D
′
2 has four one-
and one two-dimensional irreducible representations. The order of D′
2
is 8. D′
2
is the simplest non-abelian
double valued dihedral group and is also called the quaternion group. For more information see [13].
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3 and 3, with Kronecker products
3× 3 = 3 + 6,
3× 3 = 3 + 6, (2)
3× 3 = 1 + 8.
We will discuss the breaking of these flavor symmetries by small representations, where
smallness means dimension not larger than five for SU(2) and eight for SU(3). This choice
of representations is motivated by the fact that only these representations can couple to
fermions at leading order, as can be read off from the Kronecker products above. The VEVs
of these representations can easily be discussed using linear algebra. We discuss how the
continuous symmetry is broken by VEVs of scalars transforming under these representa-
tions and show that no non-abelian discrete symmetries, apart from D′2, can be conserved
with these representations alone, and thus one generically needs larger representations and
group theory beyond simple linear algebra to model such a scenario. In fact, D′2 itself only
arises as the double-valued group of the abelian D2 if we break SU(2) with the unfaithful
five-dimensional representation, which is also a representation of SO(3).
To determine whether a certain VEV structure conserves a subgroup of the flavor
symmetry SU(2) or SU(3), we test which elements of the flavor symmetry leave the VEV
invariant. We will assume the minimal scalar content for any representation, i.e. real scalars
for real representations, complex scalars for pseudo-real and complex representations. We
then check for each representation, which subgroups the VEV of a scalar field transforming
under this representation can conserve. We also consider combinations of VEVs, but only
where such a combination could lead to a non-abelian subgroup. We begin by discussing
those representations which can be written with one index, i.e. which can be written as
vectors in our linear algebra treatment. We continue with those representations with two
indices, i.e. matrix representations. First we take the most familiar (from the SM gluons),
the adjoint representation of SU(3), then we continue with the very similar 5 of SO(3), 6
of SU(3) and 4 of SU(2) at the end of the paper.
2 Breaking Continuous symmetries
2.1 Breaking SU(2) with a doublet
In the two-dimensional representation of SU(2) the group elements are mapped onto the
2×2 unitary matrices with unit determinant. Thereby each group element has two eigen-
values λ1 and λ2. They must obey the constraint that λ1λ2 = 1, as the product of the
eigenvalues is just the determinant. Hence if one of the eigenvalues is 1, then so is the
other one. The only 2×2 matrix with two eigenvalues of 1 is obviously the unit matrix.
Hence, the identity element is the only element of the group that can leave a doublet VEV
invariant. We conclude from this that the VEV of a scalar transforming as a doublet of
SU(2) always breaks the entire group. This of course does not change if we add further
scalars of any sort.
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2.2 Breaking SU(2) with a triplet
The triplet is the fundamental representation of SO(3) and an unfaithful representation
of SU(2). The group elements are mapped onto the 3 × 3 orthogonal matrices with unit
determinant. These can be thought of as rotations in three-dimensional Euclidean space.
If such a rotation leaves a vector invariant, the vector must be parallel (or, obviously,
antiparallel) to the axis of rotation. Hence any given triplet VEV will conserve the subgroup
formed by the rotations around the axis defined by the VEV. Thus the VEV of any triplet
will break SU(2) down to Spin(2), the double covering of SO(2), which is in fact isomorphic
to SO(2) and U(1).
Note that there is an SO(2) for each possible axis, i.e. infinitely many SO(2)’s that
are all mutually disjoint (up to the identity element). If we introduce two triplets, their
VEVs will either be linearly dependent or not. If they are linearly dependent they break
to the same subgroup. If they are linearly independent they break to disjoint subgroups,
hence fully breaking SO(3). As the triplet is an unfaithful representation of SU(2), we
will always conserve a subgroup Z2 under which all components of the triplet transform
trivially, while both components of the doublet transform non-trivially.
We conclude from this that if we use three-dimensional representations to break SU(2),
we either leave invariant a U(1) ∼= SO(2) symmetry or a Z2. In particular no non-abelian
subgroups can be conserved. We therefore do not need to consider combining a triplet
VEV with a VEV of a different representation.
2.3 Breaking SU(3) with a triplet
The argumentation for SU(3) is in fact very similar to the one for SU(2) broken by a
triplet. As the intuitive geometric derivation used above is not so readily applied in the
complex three-dimensional Euclidean space, we give a more elaborate proof using linear
algebra. This derivation (with the obvious modifications) can also be applied to SU(2).
In the three-dimensional representation of SU(3) the group elements are mapped onto
the 3×3 unitary matrices with unit determinant. Therefore each element will have three
eigenvalues λ1, λ2 and λ3. If one of these eigenvalues, say λ1, is 1 (i.e. if the element is
able to be part of some conserved subgroup), then the other two eigenvalues have to fulfill
λ2λ3 = 1, since the matrix has a unit determinant. This means that if λ2 is also equal to
1, then λ3 = 1 as well. That is, the only element with more than one eigenvalue equal to
1 is the identity element, the only element with three 1 eigenvalues.
This means that each element which is not the identity will have at most one eigenvector
corresponding to an eigenvalue of 1. For a simple example, the matrix

 e
iφ 0 0
0 e−iφ 0
0 0 1

 (3)
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will have the eigenvector 
 00
1

 (4)
corresponding to an eigenvalue of 1. As no direction in three-dimensional complex space is
favored, there will exist for each complex 3-vector non-trivial group elements having this
vector as an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1. These elements form the subgroup conserved
by a VEV proportional to that eigenvector. As each non-trivial element has at most one
such eigenvector, these subgroups will all be disjoint.
What is the subgroup conserved by such a VEV? We can already guess that it will be
SU(2), but this can be motivated by considering the group of elements that leave invariant
a vector ~v. We then make a unitary similarity transformation
U → U ′ = ( ~x ~y ~v )† U ( ~x ~y ~v ) , (5)
where U is an element of the group and ~x and ~y are arbitrary mutually orthogonal vectors
that are also orthogonal to ~v. We obtain
U ′ =
(
U ′2×2 0
0 1
)
. (6)
As U ′ is unitary by itself and also has unit determinant, we see that the three-dimensional
representation reduces to the two-dimensional plus the one-dimensional representation of
SU(2). Since all the SU(2) subgroups are disjoint, introducing two or more triplet scalars
either breaks to an SU(2) (in case their VEVs are linearly dependent) or breaks the entire
SU(3) group (if they are not).
What about anti-triplets? The arguments are the same as for the triplets, if we consider
them separately, as the two representations can only be distinguished if they show up
together. But even if we introduce scalars transforming as triplets and scalars transforming
as anti-triplets, we do not find any new subgroups: The reasoning is the same as above,
each scalar VEV breaks to a specific SU(2) and they are all disjoint. The only thing we
observe is that if we introduce a scalar triplet and a scalar anti-triplet they break to the
same SU(2) if the VEV of the triplet is proportional to the complex conjugated VEV of
the anti-triplet. If this is not the case, they break to disjoint SU(2)’s, i.e. they fully break
SU(3).
We conclude that an arbitrary collection of scalar triplets and anti-triplets either con-
serves an SU(2) subgroup of our original SU(3) symmetry or fully breaks that symmetry.
2.4 Breaking SU(3) with the adjoint representation
For discussing the breaking of a continuous group with matrix representations, we begin
with the eight-dimensional adjoint representations of SU(3), as it is probably the best
known. We can write the VEV of a scalar transforming under the adjoint representation
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of SU(3) as a Hermitian 3× 3 traceless matrix V . It then transforms under SU(3) in the
following way:
V → V ′ = UV U †, (7)
where U is a special, unitary matrix. As V is traceless, we need to consider two distinct
cases: Either V has three distinct eigenvalues, or it has two degenerate eigenvalues λ, the
third eigenvalue being −2λ. The only possible VEV with three degenerate eigenvalues is
the zero matrix, i.e. a vanishing VEV, which naturally does not break SU(3).
We first consider the case of a V with three distinct eigenvalues. We are looking for
the subgroup of SU(3) formed by those elements U which leave V invariant, i.e. for which
V = V ′. This set is just the set of all matrices U that commute with V . What does it
mean if U commutes with V ? Let ~vi be the eigenvector V associated with the eigenvalue
λi, which we have assumed to be nondegenerate. Then
V (U~vi) = U(V ~vi) = λi(U~vi). (8)
Hence U~vi is also an eigenvector of V with eigenvalue λi. As this eigenvalue is non-
degenerate U~vi must linearly depend on ~vi. Therefore ~vi is also an eigenvector of U . This
holds for all three eigenvectors of V . We can thereby specify the subgroup conserved by
this VEV: It is the set of all U having the same set of eigenvectors as V . The most general
form for an element of this group is then
U =
(
~v1 ~v2 ~v3
) e
iα 0 0
0 eiβ 0
0 0 e−i(α+β)

( ~v1 ~v2 ~v3 )† . (9)
This representation is clearly unitarily equivalent to a diagonal representation, i.e. it re-
duces to three representations of U(1). As α and β are however independent, there are
actually two distinct U(1) groups. Therefore an adjoint VEV with three distinct eigen-
values breaks SU(3) down to U(1) × U(1). Note that such a VEV can never conserve a
non-abelian subgroup of SU(3) and we do not need to consider it any further.
We now proceed to VEVs V having two degenerate eigenvalues. The eigenvectors of
V are now no longer uniquely defined. If ~v1 and ~v2 are two orthonormal eigenvectors of V
corresponding to the same eigenvalue, we can find an arbitrary orthonormal basis of the
corresponding eigenspace as a~v1 + b~v2 and −b~v1 + a~v2, with a and b two complex numbers
obeying |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. Defining X ≡ ( (a~v1 + b~v2) (−b~v1 + a~v2) ~v3 ), we can therefore
write any matrix in SU(3) that commutes with V in the following form:
X

 e
iα 0 0
0 eiβ 0
0 0 e−i(α+β)

X† (10)
To reduce this representation, we do a unitary equivalence transformation by multiplying
on the right by (
~v1 ~v2 ~v3
)
(11)
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and on the left with the Hermitian conjugate. The resulting matrix is

 |a|
2eiα + |b|2eiβ ab(eiα − eiβ) 0
ab(eiα − eiβ) |a|2eiβ + |b|2eiα 0
0 0 e−i(α+β)

 . (12)
We now show that this is a representation of SU(2) × U(1). To do this we factorize the
matrix (12): 

ei
(α+β)
2 0 0
0 ei
(α+β)
2 0
0 0 e−i(α+β)



 x y 0−y∗ x∗ 0
0 0 1

 , (13)
where
x = |a|2ei (α−β)2 + |b|2e−iα−β2 , (14)
y = 2iab∗ sin
(
α− β
2
)
. (15)
These two matrices commute. The first matrix is the representation of U(1), with the first
two generations transforming in the same way, and the third with double and opposite
charge. If we observe that |x|2 + |y|2 = 1, we see that the second matrix furnishes a
representation of SU(2), under which the first two generations form a doublet and the third
generation is a singlet. We also note that we have the correct number of free parameters:
The absolute value of a (or b), the phase of ab∗ and the phase difference (α− β).
We consider the case of two adjoint VEVs, where both VEVs have degenerate eigenval-
ues. First of all, their non-degenerate eigenvalues could correspond to the same eigenvector.
In this case, they will naturally break to the same subgroup. Then we could have the case,
where the non-degenerate eigenvalue of the second VEV corresponds to an eigenvector
lying in the eigenspace of the degenerate eigenvalue of the first VEV. This, in a way, sin-
gles out a basis of that eigenspace and thereby coincides with the VEV of an octet with
three distinct eigenvalues, i.e. conserves a subgroup U(1) × U(1). Therefore, if there is
no relation between the eigenvectors of the two VEVs, we only conserve the subgroup
Z3, corresponding to the three third roots of unity, which can never be broken by adjoint
scalars.
Finally, combining a degenerate adjoint VEV with a triplet VEV, we find three possi-
bilities: First, the triplet VEV can coincide with the non-degenerate eigenvector. In this
case e−i(α+β) must be equal to 1 and we break down to the same SU(2) conserved by the
triplet VEV alone. If the triplet VEV lies in the degenerate eigenspace, we break the SU(2)
conserved by the octet VEV and are left with only a residual U(1). If the triplet VEV is
not an eigenvector of the adjoint VEV we again break the entire group.
Thus, the only new non-abelian subgroup of SU(3) we can conserve with the VEV of a
scalar transforming under the adjoint representation is the subgroup SU(2)× U(1) if the
VEV has two degenerate eigenvalues.
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2.5 Breaking SU(2) with the five-dimensional representation
The calculations here are very similar to those of the last section, so we will be brief. The
VEV V of a scalar transforming under the five-dimensional representation can be written
as a 3× 3 traceless, real symmetric matrix. It transforms under SU(2) as
V → V ′ = OV OT , (16)
with O a special orthogonal matrix. Again the question of invariance can be reduced to a
question of commutation and hence coincident eigenspaces. For a VEV with nondegenerate
eigenvalues the general form of elements in the conserved subgroup is
O =
(
~v1 ~v2 ~v3
) (−1)
n 0 0
0 (−1)m 0
0 0 (−1)n+m

( ~v1 ~v2 ~v3 )T , (17)
with n, m integers (as V is symmetric it can be diagonalized by a real orthogonal matrix,
hence O will have only real eigenvectors and therefore only real eigenvalues). After a
similarity transformation this is a representation of Z2 × Z2 ∼= D2. However, since we
actually break SU(2) with an unfaithful representation, we actually conserve the double-
valued group D′2. The SU(2) doublet will transform as a doublet in this group as well,
while the triplet, as can be seen from the matrix above, decomposes into the three non-
trivial one-dimensional representations. D′2 has no non-abelian subgroups, so we do not
need to consider a combination of this VEV with others.
Next we consider VEVs V with two degenerate eigenvalues. The elements of the con-
served subgroup must still have ~v3 as an eigenvector with a real eigenvalue. There are,
however, two possibilities to do this. One is to assign the eigenvalue 1 to ~v3. These are all
elements having ~v3 as axis of rotation. They form SO(2) subgroup. We also have those
elements, where the eigenvalue −1 is assigned to ~v3. These are of the form
Y

 (−1)
n 0 0
0 (−1)n+1 0
0 0 −1

Y T , (18)
using Y ≡ ( (c~v1 + s~v2) (−s~v1 + c~v2) ~v3 ), where s and c are the sine and cosine, re-
spectively, of some undefined angle. By multiplying (18) on the right by(
~v1 ~v2 ~v3
)
, (19)
and on the left by its transpose, we perform a unitary transformation and end up with
 (−1)
n(c2 − s2) 2cs(−1)n 0
2cs(−1)n (−1)n(s2 − c2) 0
0 0 −1

 . (20)
Since the above matrix must still have a unit determinant, we know that the upper left
2 × 2 matrix must have determinant −1 and must also be orthogonal. Combining the
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two sets of elements, we find that our representation is reducible, reducing to the defin-
ing representation of O(2) and the one-dimensional representation, where each element is
mapped onto its determinant. As our original group was SU(2), we are actually breaking
to the double covering of O(2), which is the group Pin(2). Combining several such VEVs,
they can coincide in the non-degenerate eigenvector, in which case Pin(2) is conserved,
the non-degenerate eigenvector of one can lie in the degenerate eigenspace of the other, in
which case the conserved subgroup is D′2, or their eigenbases could be unrelated, in which
case only Z2 is conserved.
There are thus only two non-abelian groups which can be the residual subgroup of
SU(2) after breaking with the VEV of a five-dimensional representation: The group D′2
for non-degenerate eigenvalues and the group Pin(2) for degenerate eigenvalues. Some of
these results can also be found in [4].
2.6 Breaking SU(3) with the six-dimensional representation
Writing the VEV of the six-dimensional representation as a complex, symmetric 3 × 3
matrix V , it transforms under SU(3) in the following way:
V → V ′ = UV UT . (21)
Demanding invariance can then be rewritten as the condition
UV = V U∗. (22)
We now note that V need not necessarily be diagonalizable. However, since V is complex
and symmetric can be written in the form
W TVW = Vdiag, (23)
with W unitary [15]. We can write W ≡ ( ~w1, ~w2, ~w3). The ~wi are then singular vectors of
V obeying the relation
V ~wi = σi ~wi
∗, (24)
with σi the diagonal elements of Vdiag, i.e. the singular values of V . The condition of
equation (22) then leads to
V (U∗ ~wi) = UV ~wi = σiU ~wi
∗ = σi(U
∗ ~wi)
∗. (25)
If V has three distinct singular values, this means that all ~wi need to be eigenvectors of
U∗. Also, the corresponding eigenvalue of U∗ needs to be real. Therefore the discussion
is the same as for the quintuplet of SO(3): The conserved subgroup is D2. If V has
two degenerate eigenvalues, then U∗ should act on the corresponding singular space with
only real coefficients, that is it should be block-diagonalizable to give an orthogonal 2× 2
submatrix. The conserved subgroup is then O(2). As V need not to be traceless, we
encounter the additional case of three degenerate singular values. Here U∗ needs to act
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on all singular vectors with real coefficients, so the conserved subgroup in this case is
SO(3). Of these subgroups only the last two are non-abelian and need to be considered in
combination with other VEVs.
We demanded above that the eigenvalues of U need to be real. This condition stems
from equation (24): If ~wi obeys that relation, then α ~wi only obeys the same relation if
α is real or alternatively σi must be zero. Thereby VEVs with zero eigenvalues are alge-
braically special: The group elements preserving this VEV can have complex eigenvalues
corresponding to the singular vectors of V with singular value 0. A special unitary matrix
cannot have only one non-real eigenvalue. Hence the case of interest is a VEV with two
zero eigenvalues. The group elements preserving this VEV are of the same form as those
of equation (10), with the additional condition that e−i(α+β), the eigenvalue corresponding
to the non-zero singular value, must be real. We can therefore substitute the parameter
α + β by the integer parameter m defined by α + β = mπ and using definitions (14, 15)
write the group elements conserving V in the form
 i
m 0 0
0 im 0
0 0 (−1)m



 x y 0−y∗ x∗ 0
0 0 1

 . (26)
The conserved subgroup is therefore SU(2) × Z4, where the first two generations form a
doublet of SU(2) and a faithful representation of Z4, while the third generation is a singlet
of SU(2) and an unfaithful, non-trivial representation of Z4.
What if we combine two six-dimensional VEVs? If they coincide in all three singular
vectors, the subgroup is determined by the VEV with less degenerate eigenvalues. If they
have only one singular vector in common, we break to the subgroup of elements having
two degenerate real eigenvalues, that is Z2. If they have no singular vectors in common,
we break SU(3) fully. Zero eigenvalues are only relevant if the VEVs coincide in all three
singular vectors anyway and the zero eigenvalues correspond to the same eigenspace. In
this case the full subgroup SU(2)× Z4 is conserved.
We thus have three non-abelian groups that can be conserved by a sextet VEV, O(2) for
two degenerate singular values, SO(3) for three degenerate singular values, and SU(2)×Z4
for two zero eigenvalues. We now need to consider combinations of these three cases with
the other VEVs we have discussed so far, triplets and octets.
What if both a 6 and a triplet acquire a VEV? If the triplet VEV is not a singular
vector of the 6, then SU(3) is fully broken. What if it is a singular vector? If V has two
degenerate singular values, the triplet can correspond to the non-degenerate singular value.
In this case, the determinant of the 2× 2 submatrix is fixed to be one, and the conserved
subgroup is SO(2) or U(1). If the triplet VEV corresponds to a degenerate singular value,
the degeneracy becomes irrelevant and the subgroup is Z2. If V has three degenerate
singular values, the triplet, which is in the defining representation of SO(3), breaks that
subgroup in the usual way down to U(1) or fully breaks it, if the real and imaginary parts
of the triplet VEV are not parallel. If we combine a V with two zero eigenvalues with a
triplet VEV, we again have two possibilities: The triplet VEV can correspond to the non-
zero singular value. In this case m is fixed to be 0 or 2, and we break down to SU(2) (the
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former Z4 element can just be multiplied into the SU(2) element, without changing the
determinant). If the triplet VEV is an eigenvector of V corresponding to a zero eigenvalue,
we need to take a closer look. The SU(2) element in equation (26) has eigenvalues e±i
(α−β)
2 .
So, without loss of generality, we must now demand (i)mei
(α−β)
2 = 1. The resulting element
then has in addition two eigenvalues of −1, corresponding to fixed vectors. The conserved
subgroup is then Z2.
We proceed by combining a VEV of a 6 with an adjoint VEV. The adjoint VEV must
have two degenerate eigenvalues, as only then do we have the possibility of conserving a non-
abelian subgroup. If there does not exist a basis of singular vectors for the sextet VEV, that
is also a basis of eigenvectors for the octet VEV, SU(3) will be fully broken. In particular,
the eigenvector of the octet VEV corresponding to the non-degenerate eigenvalue, ~v3, must
always be a singular vector of the sextet VEV V . The discussion is then similar to that for
the triplet, with the triplet VEV replaced by ~v3. If V has two degenerate singular values,
~v3 can correspond to the non-degenerate singular value. In this case nothing changes
and the conserved subgroup is O(2). If ~v3 corresponds to a degenerate singular value,
the degeneracy becomes irrelevant and the subgroup is D2. If V has three degenerate
singular values, one of the degeneracies becomes irrelevant and we break down to O(2).
Finally, considering the case of a sextet VEV V with two zero eigenvalues, we again have
two possibilities: ~v3 can correspond to the non-zero singular value. In this case nothing
changes, and SU(2) × Z4 is still the conserved subgroup. If ~v3 is an eigenvector of V
corresponding to a zero eigenvalue, a specific basis is singled out for the elements of the
conserved subgroup. It is thus only determined by the possible eigenvalues, and cannot be
non-abelian. In this case it will be U(1) × Z2. Thus, no new non-abelian subgroups can
be attained by combining the VEVs of these different SU(3) representations.
2.7 Breaking SU(2) with the four-dimensional representation
We finally deal with the most complicated of the matrix representations, the 4 of SU(2).
As it arises from the product of a vector and a spinor, it can be written as a 3×2 complex
matrix, with one spinor index and one vector index. There must be further constraints,
as such a matrix has 6 complex degrees of freedom. To find them, we take a look at the
Clebsch Gordan coefficients.
Writing the 4 as a matrix, it acts on a spinor and transforms it into a vector. As the
Clebsch Gordan coefficients are normally given in spherical coordinates we start with these,
later switching back to Cartesian coordinates, where the scalar product of two vectors is
simply matrix multiplication. In spherical coordinates, we can give the four degrees of
freedom of the 4 as φ1 (m=
3
2
), φ2 (m=
1
2
), φ3 (m=−12) and φ4 (m=−32). Correspondingly
we write the two components of the spinor we want to transform into a vector as ψ1 (m=
1
2
)
and ψ2 (m=−12). Using the Clebsch Gordan coefficients for SU(2) [16] we find that they
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combine in the following way to form a vector:
1
2
(
√
3φ1ψ2 − φ2ψ1) (m = 1), (27)
1√
2
(φ2ψ2 − φ3ψ1) (m = 0), (28)
1
2
(φ3ψ2 −
√
3φ4ψ1) (m = −1). (29)
Switching to Cartesian coordinates, this corresponds to a vector


1
2
√
2
[(φ2 −
√
3φ4)ψ1 + (φ3 −
√
3φ1)ψ2]
i
2
√
2
[−(φ2 +
√
3φ4)ψ1 + (φ3 +
√
3φ1)ψ2)]
1√
2
(φ2ψ2 − φ3ψ1)

 . (30)
This vector arises from multiplying a spinor by the following matrix:
1√
2


1
2
(φ2 −
√
3φ4)
1
2
(φ3 −
√
3φ1)
− i
2
(φ2 +
√
3φ4)
i
2
(φ3 +
√
3φ1)
−φ3 φ2

 , (31)
or, in another simpler parameterization
V =

 a bc d
−b+ id a + ic

 , (32)
where a, b, c and d are complex. This is then the most general form for the VEV of a 4.
It transforms in the following way:
V → V ′ = OV U †, (33)
as it has one vector and one spinor index. O and U are of course not independent but
describe a rotation of the same magnitude around the same axis. It can be checked by
explicit calculation that V ′ can be parameterized in the same way as V for an arbitrary
rotation.
Again we reformulate the condition of invariance as a condition on the eigensystems.
We first observe that we can deduce from equation (33) the following two equations:
V V † = OV V †OT (34)
V †V = UV †V U †, (35)
from which we immediately deduce that the eigenvectors of V V † (i.e. the left singular
vectors of V , denoted by ~ui) must also be eigenvectors of O (with the usual ambiguities for
degenerate singular and eigenvalues) and the right singular vectors of V , denoted by ~wi,
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must be eigenvectors of U . Using this knowledge, we go back to equation (33). We find
that
V U ~wi = V µi ~wi = σiµi~ui, (36)
for i = 1, 2, µi the eigenvalues of U and σi the singular values of V . We also have
V U ~wi = OV ~wi = Oσi~ui = λiσi ~ui, (37)
with λi the eigenvalues of O. From the last two equations we can deduce that λi = µi. As
O and U are rotations by the same angle θ, their eigenvalues are e±iθ and 1 for O and e±i
θ
2
for U . How can they be made to coincide? Apart from the trivial case of both being the
unit matrix, we are only left with the possibility of identifying the exponential eigenvalues,
which is only possible for θ = ±4pi
3
. The final left singular vector ~u3 is then the eigenvector
of O corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, i.e. it defines the axis of rotation. If it is real, we
then break to all rotations around that axis, with the angles given above. This is a Z3
subgroup of SU(2). If the axis is complex (and real and imaginary parts are not linearly
dependent), no such elements exist and SU(2) is fully broken.
Is the subgroup enlarged if V has degenerate singular values? We first take the case
σ = σ1 = σ2 6= 0. ~u3 is still an eigenvector of O, the ~ui and ~wi however need not be
eigenvectors of O and U , respectively. Rather we have
V U ~wi = V (αi ~w1 + βi ~w2) = σ(αi ~u1 + βi ~u2) (38)
V U ~wi = OV ~wi = σO~ui = σ(α
′
i ~u1 + β
′
i ~u2), (39)
from which we can immediately infer that αi = α
′
i and βi = β
′
i. This means that again
their eigenvalues need to coincide, and we again break to Z3 or nothing. Finally, we need
to consider the case, where one of the non-trivial singular values is zero, say σ2 = 0. In
this case O and U need only coincide in one eigenvalue, but this condition is already strong
enough to constrain the elements in the same way, i.e. giving Z3 as the conserved subgroup.
We thus find that a VEV for the four-dimensional representation of SU(2) can never lead
to the conservation of a non-abelian subgroup, and we thus do not need to combine it with
any other VEVs.
3 Conclusions
The results of this paper can be summarized in one sentence: The only non-abelian discrete
subgroup that can be conserved by VEVs of the small representations (dimension equal or
less than five and eight, respectively) of SU(2) and SU(3) is the group D′2.
To arrive of this result, we have assumed that the continuous flavor symmetry is very
“cleanly” broken - what we mean by this, is that there are no low-mass remnants of the
symmetry breaking floating around in the resulting low energy model, such as (Pseudo-)
Nambu-Goldstone bosons (which can result either from the continuous symmetry itself,
if it is not gauged, or from accidental symmetries of the symmetry-breaking potential)
or low mass scalar degrees of freedom related with (approximately) flat directions of the
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symmetry-breaking potential, such as often appear in supersymmetric frameworks. This
clean breaking is what is needed to reproduce models using a discrete non-abelian symmetry
as starting point, as they only relate to a possible larger symmetry through embedding
and consistency constraints.
It may, however, be possible to define intermediate non-abelian symmetries in a some-
what less strict sense. Here it would not be possible to describe an intermediate model
with a discrete symmetry independently of the underlying continuous symmetry, but it
can still be interesting to examine the role of the discrete symmetry in such models more
closely. An example is the A4 symmetry appearing in [17].
What further implications do the results presented in this paper have for flavored
model-building with non-abelian discrete flavor symmetries? Our results naturally still
allow for more complicated schemes for breaking a continuous flavor symmetry to a discrete
subgroup. The symmetry breaking fields would then not couple to the fermions at leading
order and a dedicated study would be necessary to check whether a lower energy model
with a discrete flavor symmetry could be reproduced.
Our results may be taken as an indication that one may have to think differently about
intermediate discrete flavor symmetries. If one favors discrete flavor symmetries in their
own right at some scale, one should look towards other possible origins, such as from extra
dimensions, which would also protect such a global symmetry from quantum gravity effects
that might otherwise eradicate it [18]. The main lesson is that the embedding of a discrete
flavor symmetry in a continuous one is not nearly as simple as is often tacitly assumed.
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